Public Comment Received for City Council Meeting of June 16 2020

15 june 2020
zen destiny
county of sonoma
board of supervisors
city of sebastopol council
affiliated staff
city of petaluma council
affiliated staff
re:

city of petaluma council: agenda item 4B
police practices
democrat's marxist taliban culture eaters
white privilege isn't real
F your cancel culture

the police are not the enemy.
there is no systemic racism in america.
there is no systemic racism within the police departments of america.
there has been a 60% decline in police shootings from 2015 to 2019.
we have a crisis of young, uninitiated men in this country. it's destroying our nation.
what we are witnessing with the vast looting, violence and destruction of property is...
[drum roll] poor parenting. the state makes lousy baby-daddy's.
america’s greatest weapon against child poverty and crime?
marriage, traditional family structures and dare i say it... God... or All That Is.
would i rather have a child in a foster home raised by two gay parents?
of course i would. this is not a commentary on sexual preference which i consider irrelevant.
this secular bolshevik revolution coming to america is a direct result of the deliberate
destruction of the family structure. by incentivizing children born out of traditional twoparent marriage constructs, under the guise of helping people, liberal factions have destroyed
the social fabric and left millions of children to be raised by the state and the streets.
the country was united for a brief moment at the horror of the death of george floyd until
the democrat's race-baiting, race-pimping ass party hijacked the event for political
expediency. screw you for that.
because your party sold out and threw the working class under the bus, it has no real
constituency and stands on no ideological firmament. you expanded the wars and the

surveillance apparatus. oh, and the entrenched, corporate, corrupt stooge you're running for
president, that has full-blown dementia, may actually be dead and is being animated by a
teleprompter up his behind. your only play is to divide our nation under the guise of inclusion
and unity. the devastating hypocrisy of it is overwhelming.
you've inflaming race wars, exacerbating tensions between races, genders, identities for
market share and votes. you threw our country into anarchy and turmoil, just because you
don't have the balls to stand up for what is right and good and true. you capitulated to the
mob and the hecklers veto which you capitalized on until it grew out-of-control as it always
does. this is what happens when there are no boundaries.
since when has appeasement ever worked?
your doctrine of diversity and inclusivity is bullshit. what your party fails to support is
diversity of freedom of thought, opinion and expression. that's why conservative voices are
being screamed down. that's why the future of your party is running around, screaming like
spoiled children, beating on the door of the Supreme Court, destroying our history, defacing
even the good things about America. it's an arrested state of infant development. they're twoyear olds, knocking over blocks. they can't build anything. it's a deconstructionist mentality.
it's a natural progression. it's what happens when you tell people they're all victims and
they're not responsible for anything. when you take away common sense laws and get rid of
bail and emasculate the police. your party's lack of responsibility and complete cowardice in
refusing to act like actual adults is bringing about chaos and anarchy.
PAY CLOSE ATTENTION. This is the America democrats would lead us into.
i object to the mayor of petaluma signing a barack obama petition. this is a former president
who assassinated americans in drone strikes without due process, expanded the wars, the
surveillance apparatus and dropped a bomb every twenty minutes in 2016 alone. also, there's
a large Central Intelligence Agency seal thats tattooed on obama's ass and i want a picture of it
for the smithsonian institute. really, teresa, you still attaching your wagon to that CIA mule?
not all black people are the same. not all white people are the same. not all cops are the same.
you're endangering the police by painting them with these broad, politically expedient strokes.
you're making it ok to attack all authority. your weakness ushered in this insanity, led us
down this road to lawlessness and now, you're going to justify this sheer lunacy by throwing
the police under the bus?
they're killing cops, you assholes.

attached are supporting documentation:
Berkeley Professor Shreds BLM
7 Statistics You Need To Know
Marriage and Child Poverty
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7 Statistics You Need To Know About Black-On-Black Crime
by Aaron Bandler Jul 13th, 2016 DailyWire.com

President Barack Obama has no problem making disgusting, untrue assertions about cops
being racist at a funeral for murdered cops yet does not give major speeches on the epidemic
of black-on-black crime. Here are seven statistics you need to know about black-on-black
crime that the president will not address.
1. Data shows that 93 percent of black homicide victims are killed by other blacks.
The left’s rebuttal is that that 84 percent of white homicide victims are killed by other whites,
but The Wall Street Journal‘s Jason Riley points out that the white crime rate is “much lower
than the black rate.”
2. According to Riley, “Blacks commit violent crimes at 7 to 10 times the rate that whites do.”
Blacks committed 52 percent of homicides between 1980 and 2008, despite composing just 13
percent of the population. Across the same timeframe, whites committed 45 percent of
homicides while composing 77% of the population, according to the Bureau of Justice
Statistics.
Here are some more statistics from the FBI:
In 2013, the FBI has black criminals carrying out 38 per cent of murders, compared to
31.1 per cent for whites. The offender’s race was “unknown” in 29.1 per cent of cases.
What about violent crime more generally? FBI arrest rates are one way into this. Over
the last three years of data – 2011 to 2013 – 38.5 per cent of people arrested for
murder, manslaughter, rape, robbery, and aggravated assault were black.
3. Black crime is even more prevalent in the country’s largest cities and counties.
Heather Mac Donald writes in her book The War on Cops: How the New Attack on Law and
Order Makes Everyone Less Safe that in Chicago, IL, blacks committed 76 percent of all
homicides, despite composing 35 percent of the city’s population. Blacks also accounted for 78
percent of all juvenile arrests. Whites, who compose 28 percent of the city’s population,
committed 4 percent of its homicides and 3.5 percent of its juvenile arrests. Hispanics, who
compose 30 percent of the city’s population, committed 19 percent of its homicides and 18
percent of its juvenile arrests. (Another eye-opening fact from Mac Donald’s research is that
only 26 percent of murder cases were solved in Chicago.)
Blacks are 10 percent of the population in Los Angeles, CA, but commit 42 percent of its
robberies and 34 percent of its felonies. Whites make up 29 percent of the city’s population,
and commit 5 percent of its robberies and 13 percent of its felonies.
In New York City, blacks committed “75 percent of all shootings, 70 percent of all robberies,
and 66 percent of all violent crime,” despite only composing 23 percent of the population, said
Mac Donald in a Hillsdale speech. Additionally, 2009 Bureau of Justice Statistics numbers
show that in 2009, “blacks were charged with 62 percent of robberies, 57 percent of murders
and 45 percent of assaults in the 75 biggest counties in the country, despite only comprising

roughly 15 percent of the population in these counties.”
4. There were almost 6,000 blacks killed by other blacks in 2015.
By contrast, only 258 blacks were killed by police gunfire that year.
5. The percentage of blacks arrested for crimes is consistent with police reports.
This is according to the National Crime Victimization Survey, as well as this 1985 study:
“Even allowing for the existence of discrimination in the criminal justice system, the
higher rates of crime among black Americans cannot be denied,” wrote James Q.
Wilson and Richard Herrnstein in their classic 1985 study, “Crime and Human
Nature.” “Every study of crime using official data shows blacks to be over-represented
among persons arrested, convicted, and imprisoned for street crimes.” This was true
decades before the authors put it to paper, and it remains the case decades later.
“The over-representation of blacks among arrested persons persists throughout the
criminal justice system,” wrote Wilson and Herrnstein. “Though prosecutors and
judges may well make discriminatory judgments, such decisions do not account for
more than a small fraction of the over-representation of blacks in prison.”
This data disproves the notion that racism is what drives higher rates of arrests among the
blacks than among whites or broader America.
6. According to Riley, “Black crime rates were lower in the 1940s and 1950s, when black
poverty was higher” and “racial discrimination was rampant and legal.”
If it’s not racism and poverty that are blame for the high black crime rate, then what is?
7. According to Mac Donald, “A straight line can be drawn between family breakdown and
youth violence.”
As economist Thomas Sowell points out, before the 1960s “most black children were raised
in two-parent families.” In 2013, over 72 percent of blacks were born out of wedlock. In Cook
County –which Chicago belongs to – 79 percent of blacks were born to single mothers in
2003, while only 15 percent of whites were born to single mothers.
“Until that gap closes, the crime gap won’t close, either,” writes Mac Donald.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Stephen Zollman
Patrick Slayter; Sarah Gurney; una.glass.seb@sonic.net; neysacouncil@gmail.com; Michael Carnacchi; Mary
Gourley; Gregory Devore; Sheriff-PIO@sonoma-county.org
Sebastopol City Council and Sonoma County Board of Supervisors, take actions to end police brutality!
Sunday, June 14, 2020 4:35:56 PM

Greetings Sebastopol electeds and Sonoma County Board of Supervisors.....
Many mayors and county leaders across the county have accepted former president
Obama's challenge to sign the My Brother’s Keeper Alliance Mayoral
pledge to commit to working with their police departments to take the following
actions:
1. REVIEW your police use of force policies.
2. ENGAGE your communities by including a diverse range of input,
experiences, and stories in your review.
3. REPORT the findings of your review to your community and seek
feedback.
4. REFORM your community’s police use of force policies.
I also ask the Council to work with the police department to adopt the eight
policies in the 8CantWait campaign by Project Zero
I was heartened to see Santa Rosa Mayor Tom Schwedhelm announce that he
signed the pledge. Please join him!
As a former San Francisco Public Defender of many years and an attorney who
now represents domestic violence survivors with child custody issues from
various historically marginalized communities, taking the above actions will
allow us to rethink how we spend our city tax dollars. Diverting the 50% of our
budget that we currently spend on law enforecement into these communities will
keep all of us safer and empower the youth from these communities to stay in
our community. The SF district attorney has shown that these steps work.
Please join him. I look forward to hearing back from you.
Thank you,
Stephen Zollman, Esq,
Sebastopol
LANTERN Board Member and former Sebastopol Library Commissioner as well
as former board member of the Center for the Arts and Chamber of Commerce

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:
Attachments:

Eris Weaver
Mary Gourley
Public Comment for 06/16/2020 meeting Agenda Item #9
Monday, June 15, 2020 9:56:04 AM
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Dear Councilmembers:
The Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition supports the Sonoma County Transportation Authority’s
GoSonoma Act, extending the existing quarter cent sales tax created by Measure M.
SCTA’s Board and staff have spent an incredible amount of time working with a broad swath of
community interest groups to craft a measure (and associated expenditure plan) that addresses their
divergent needs. I was happily able to participate in that process.
Across our state, overall traffic fatalities have been going down…but bicycle and pedestrian fatalities have
been going UP, with two bike fatalities locally in the last two weeks! Compared to Measure M, this
measure TRIPLES funding for bicycle and pedestrian infrastructure, which will improve safety, reduce
fatalities, and encourage more residents to use healthy, active forms of transportation more often. It also
requires road improvement projects to take ALL users’ needs into account, with appropriate bike lanes,
pedestrian crossings, etc. It includes funding for education and encouragement programs, like our Bike to
Work Month and Safe Routes to School programs.
It’s no news to anyone that Sonoma County has the worst roads in the Bay Area. Thirty-eight percent of
the funds raised will be distributed to cities and the county to maintain and repave roads. Whether you
travel by bicycle, bus, or auto, you do so on a road – we all have an investment in fixing those potholes!
But more importantly, we need this measure to retain our status as a “self-help” county, using these funds
to leverage large pools of state and federal funding. Losing this local funding stream would impair our
ability to compete for funding for all kinds of transportation projects.
I urge you to vote “yes” to put the GoSonoma Act on the November ballot.
Thank you.
Sincerely,
Eris sig

Eris Weaver, Executive Director
Sonoma County Bicycle Coalition
eris@bikesonoma.org
707-545-0153 office • 707www.bikesonoma.org

cell

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Administrator
Mary Gourley
Police Reform
Saturday, June 13, 2020 8:14:22 AM

Dear Sebastopol City Council,
Thank you for taking on the issue of police reform. I am a white woman living in Sebastopol. I have lived here for
26 years and have never had a problem…but If I were Black, I would certainly feel unsafe in many communities,
including ours. I urge you to pass every police reform possible. Our attention to racism on our community is LONG
overdue.
Thank you,
Heidi Doughty

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Gerald (Gerry) Glaser
Mary Gourley; Patrick Slayter
Police Protocols and other ideas
Sunday, June 14, 2020 8:24:35 AM

Council members and city staff,
This past week, I heard an article on NPR's Marketplace that prompted me to write to you.
If you listen to any of the Planning Commission meetings while I was volunteering to serve,
without a doubt you would have heard me mention experiences I had while serving in
Sunnyvale. (Thankfully my fellow commissioners put up with these references.) There were
three policies that the city had which I think Sebastopol might consider. I recognize that
Sebastopol is much smaller. However, when Sunnyvale instituted these policies, it was a small
bedroom community in what was then the "Valley of Hearts Delight" (an AG center) and not
the "Silicon Valley" of today. Two of these policies got national attention when Bill Clinton
as president traveled to discuss the ideas with Sunnyvale's city staff.
The first of those policies might be relevant to your discussion in the next Council meeting.
Sunnyvale does NOT have a police force. It has a Public Safety Department. When
someone joins the department they are trained in 3 disciplines; policing, fire control and
safety, and emergency medical response. Each career officer spends a year in a police
uniform and then a year in a fireman uniform. They learn EMT procedures in both. At the
end of 5 years, if an officer is given the flexibility to choose which role they want to be in.
(Police cars carry fireman gear and uniforms)
As a citizen, I experienced how this worked. In the first case, my mother-in-law experienced
chest pains. We called 911. Three minutes later there was both a fire engine and a police car
at our front door. Luckily it was nothing serious, but I was impressed by the response.
In another case, at midnight, I heard a strange sound outside. I peeked through the front door
and found someone breaking into my wife's car. I had DJ ring 911 and again, in 3 minutes
both a fire engine and 2 police cars were out front, confronting the suspect.
In this case, the public safety officer confronted the culprit, told him to sit on the ground with
his hands behind his back. He explained to the culprit that he was sitting down both for his
safety and for the officer's safety. Both the response and the approach (developed through the
training program they have in Sunnyvale) really impressed me with how well that system
worked.
It really is a Public Safety Organization. I am sure their chief would be happy to discuss this
with you.
================
I'll mention the two other programs for future consideration.
The first was the budgeting discipline. I have to admit when, as a planning commissioner in
Sebastopol, we were offered a budget for public works that had both capital projects and
maintenance items on it and were asked to choose between them, that I was taken aback. My
experience in Sunnyvale was these are two entirely different things - certainly they impact

each other, but they require different evaluations and considerations.
With this in mind, Sunnyvale does budgeting annually. However a 20 year expense budget is
done every 2 years, and on the alternate 2 year cycle a 20 year capital budget is done.
I found this did two things. It gave staff more time to work out details for each. The two year
cycle allows the work to be spread out longer.
The 20 year aspect added stability and long range planning to the process. This guarded
against continual election cycles changing the direction of the development of the
community.   It allowed the citizens to discuss all changes with a strategic orientation instead
of a tactical one. (Maybe the federal government needs to adopt this discipline.)
The other discipline was the handling of parks.  
Like here, the school districts are independent of the city governments. Sunnyvale brokered a
deal with the various school districts that intersected the city boundary. The school grounds
became public parks when school was not in session. In return, the city public works
maintained the fields. This was true even for the schools that were now leased to private
schooling organizations.
I recognize that Sebastopol's public works department has very limited staffing and this might
not work here. However, the general idea allowed key community indicators (from the
General Plan) for the city to be met without impact to the capital budget. The determination as
to whether a park existed, became an expense item.
======================
I hope this took less than 3 minutes to read - so I did not go beyond my allotted time :)
Regards,
Gerry
Gerald (Gerry) Glaser

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sam Judge
Mary Gourley
City finances
Monday, June 15, 2020 5:42:40 PM

Dear City Clerk Gourley,
Hello. It is Sam Judge again. I appreciate that you read my earlier email and am even a little
flattered that I was mentioned in the council meeting a few ago. Alas this is not about me
though. I am pleased that the city council has begun discussions on how we can rethink
policing in Sebastopol. I want to propose an idea to you. One that may scare you a little or one
that you may laugh off. It is the idea of defunding and abolishing the police. You have probably
heard the arguments for it and surely you have heard the arguments against it. People get a
little freaked out when they think about defunding the police. People commonly think if we
don’t have police who will stop the bad guys. Who will be there to protect me? I know the
council has been contemplating the implementation of the reforms put forth in the 8 can’t
wait campaign. While I originally supported this idea it really just feels like a half measure. In
listening to Deray Mckesson one of the leaders of the 8 Can’t Wait Campaign he made a really
great point. Think of a place where you are completely comfortable. A place where you are
loved and protected. Are there police officers there? For me there isn’t the place I go to in my
mind has my family and friends. It has food, warmth, love, and opportunity. None of those
things require armed men with a penchant for killing wandering our streets. What the idea of
defunding the police means is take that money and help provide everyone with an
opportunity to find their safe place. Put that money towards Sebastopol schools. Put it
towards affordable housing so we can start to build a more equitable and diverse community.
Police reforms have been attempted in the past and the police show no desire to be
reformed. I know what you may be thinking that our small town has a nice police force and
Sebastopol has not seen the incidents of police violence that other cities across our country
have. In examining instances of police brutality and murder there is a common factor amongst
all these cities, and our town has that same issue. The issue is that these cities and ours
employ a police force. If you don’t think it can happen here, then move along with the 8 can’t
wait reforms and we can all sit and hope that a killing doesn’t happen. Or you could take
action defund the police and reinvest that money into the community in ways that really keep
people safe. Thank you for your time.
Sincerely,
Sam Judge

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Christina Meyer
Mary Gourley
Agenda Item 10-6-16-20-5300 Gas station on Sebastopol Road
Monday, June 15, 2020 6:50:51 PM

Dear Council Members:
This letter in opposition to the proposed gas station at 5300 Sebastopol Road was sent to
Planning and Zoning Commission as well as Permit Sonoma and Supervisor Lynda Hopkins.   
There are many people opposed to this project for too many reasons to count here. This letter
is only one of them. I hope it helps the Council formulate their opposition to this project.
Best, Christina Meyer
***********
RE: Permit Sonoma Reference # PLP13-0023: Proposed gas station at 5300 Sebastopol Road
To the Board of Zoning:
Although I am not an expert I do know when a project is not feasible for a site and this proposed gas station on Sebastopol
Road is one of them. This gas station is clearly retail commercial and nothing to do with light industrial. A Conditional Use
Permit should not be granted for this project.
I do not agree with the discretionary decision by the Planning Director not to change the zoning from M3 to Commercial
zoning for this project. I would not object if the decision was made within the confines of the permitted uses for this site but
such is not the case with this project.
Nowhere in permitted uses (26-20-010) is a commercial mini market, RV storage, gas station or car wash listed.
A mini market hardly qualifies as a ”Bakery, creamery, soft drink bottling plant, laundry, cleaning or dyeing plants
venture”.
RV parking by individual commercial users hardly qualifies as “Other heavy commercial uses for which storage,
large or heavy merchandise or commercial transportation facilities are necessary and usual to the operation”.
Neither a commercial gas station nor a car wash are even listed as permitted uses under M3.They certainly are not
“Accessory uses and buildings incidental and appurtenant to a permitted use that do not alter the character of the site”.
There are other objections to this project:
It will be using well water for the proposed car wash. What a waste of precious groundwater.
The proposed mini market has almost no residential housing in the area to support it. Where will their clientele come
from? Traffic traveling east/west Hwy 12. This will add to safety problems with people turning left and right from a
2 lane road directly adjacent to a lighted intersection.
It will be a 12 pump gas station. A rural location like this makes no sense for a gas station with 12 pumps. It is out of
the city limits of both Sebastopol and Santa Rosa where there are already plenty of gas stations. The distance
between this and the other gas stations is no more than 5 miles and most of the gas stations are either on Hwy 12 or
right off the highway. These stations are not busy enough to warrant another station that is not even close to
residential housing.
COVID-19 is changing the way people work. More people are working from home and this trend will continue. Our
County is committed to reducing gas fuel consumption. Why do we need another gas station when gas consumption
will be going down?
They say will have charging stations for electric vehicles. They do not list the number. And they have no place for
people to wait while their vehicles are charging. How does that help promote the use of electric vehicles?
What will the pollution impact be on the thousands of people who use the Rodota trail for walking, hiking and
biking?
Our world is changing. This project no longer has applicability in where we are going.
It is very difficult because of the restraints of COVID-19 for the voices of the public to be heard.

Please read and listen to what other people and experts have to say about why this project should not move forward in
Sonoma County.
Thank you
Christina Meyer

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Claire McDonell
Mary Gourley; ps.sebcc@gmail.com; una.glass.seb@sonic.net; Michael Carnacchi; Sarah Gurney; Neysa Hinton
Three comments for 6/16 city council meeting
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 1:56:00 PM

Dear Patrick Slayter, Una Glass, Michael Carnacchi, Sarah Glade Gurney, Neysa Hinton, and
Sebastopol City Council Staff,
I am writing to comment on three agenda items for the 6/16 Sebastopol City Council Meeting:
Item 3: I want to again ask that the Council work towards racial EQUITY. I believe that
it is the responsibility of the council to help seek out and support a more inclusive local
government.
Item 4: The Sebastopol City Police budget is currently slated to increase by +10% for
FY21. This money should be allocated to social services. I urge the council to move this
item back to the general agenda for further discussion. People are crying out across the
nation and world for change. Please do not turn away.
Item 7: Thank you for adding this discussion to the agenda. I want to share that I also
support the allocation of grant money towards the success of this long-term initiative. I
don’t not think a one-time community meeting is enough. This is not checking a DEI
box.
Thank you to Councilmembers Carnacchi and Gurney for responding to my last email.
Finally, I would like to formally request to comment on item 4 during the council meeting.
In solidarity,
Claire
Claire McDonell, MS

Sebastopol, CA

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Josephine Ellen Sanders
Mary Gourley
Public Comment on Ending Police Violence
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:05:06 PM

Dear Ms. Gourley,
I would like to submit the following as a public comment for today's city council meeting.
Thank you!
Best,
Jojo Sanders

Public comment:
Dear Sebastopol City Council,
My name is Jojo Sanders and I am a resident of Sebastopol and voter. I am urging the Sebastopol
City Council to defund the Sebastopol Police in response to Black Lives Matter protests.
Banning the use of chokeholds is not enough. The system of policing is violent, racist and harmful to
low income communities and people of color and therefore must be abolished. As protests continue
and some reform is promised, Black people continue to be killed: Rayshard Brooks was fatally shot
by a white police officer in Atlanta Georgia. Oluwatoyin Salau, a Black Lives Matter activist, went
missing earlier this month and was found dead this week.
Police violence is a local problem as well. David Ward, Jeremiah and Andy Lopez were murdered
by Sonoma County Sheriff’s deputies.
Sebastopol City Council is in a position to enact radical, positive change to benefit the Black people
living in Sebastopol.
I demand the following actions:
Implementation/support of the Independent Office of Law Enforcement Review and Outreach
(IOLERO) to hold the office of the Sheriff accountable
Pledge to decrease funding for the Sebastopol Police by 40% in the next 2 years and pledge to
continue decreasing police spending into the future
Divert police funding to the following:
Violence interruption programs/mental health crisis teams, in which health workers and
social workers instead of police respond to 911 calls involving mental health, domestic
violence, substance abuse and homelessness
Drug rehabilitation centers
COVID-19 relief funds

Shelters and resources for those experiencing homelessness
Affordable housing
Environmental sustainability programs
Public Education and special education
Now is not a time for inaction!
I am demanding the Sebastopol Police be defunded, not reformed. Police reform does not eliminate
violence, as shown by the murder of George Floyd. The solution to ending police violence and
cultivating a safer country lies in reducing the power of the police and their contact with the public.
Thank you for taking the time to read/listen to my comment.

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sunny Galbraith
Mary Gourley
public comment for agenda item #10
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:21:20 PM

Dear CouncilmembersThank you for writing a letter in opposition to the proposed gas station at the corner of Llano
Rd. and Hwy 12 back when the project was first proposed. Now that the project has been
resubmitted, I urge you to write an additional letter of strong opposition to Permit Sonoma.
The climate crisis is real and it is impacting us locally. New gas stations represent an expansion
of fossil fuel infrastructure that is at the root of the climate crisis. There is no reason why a
conditional use permit should be considered for this project. It is in an area not zoned for such
a use, and where several gas stations already operate within a few miles. There is no need for
it and its construction would contribute to a global problem that is harming us right here at
home.
Thank you,

Sebastopol

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sunny Galbraith
Mary Gourley
public comment for agenda item #7
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:32:20 PM

Dear Mayor Slayter and Council Members:
Thank you Mayor Slayter and Council Members who signed the Mayoral Pledge on police
reform. And thank you for adding to the agenda this Report to City Council on Police
Policy/Procedures/Protocols.
I encourage the council to work with the Sebastopol Police Department to adopt all eight of
the 8 Can’t Wait police reform policies.
Thank you,
Sunny Galbraith
Sebastopol

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne lande
Mary Gourley
Public Comment:
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 5:01:19 PM

To Sebastopol City Council and Staff,
This is Public Comment from Suzanne Lande, resident of Sebastopol.
This is mostly a note of appreciation.
Addressing any Racism and/ or Ethnic Discrimination is so important. Discussions
about potential solutions need to occur in advance , and should include voices from
our entire community, Police, City Council, and our City Attorney.
I especially hope young people will include their views and suggestions..
Thank you
Suzanne Lande

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Nick Sanders
Mary Gourley
Public Comment for 6/16/20 City Council meeting
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:58:44 PM

Hello, CouncilorsI have had the goof fortune of seeing Sebastopol PD in action at its finest, during a mental health emergency of
someone close to me. The officer exhibited compassion, restraint, and a calming de-escalating presence during the
episode. So I have seen what good community policing can look like. I am privileged in this way, as many of my
fellow Americans have experienced less compassionate police experiences, to say the least.
However, I am concerned at the scale of cost and the proportion of annual City resources that are allocated to the
Police Department for our small town. Our local schools will be facing 10-15% cuts next year, and I am certain that
tax revenue and other revenue streams for the City of Sebastopol will be reduced as well. I suggest managing the
cuts with a shrinking and redistribution of police services.
My challenge to you is to consider reducing the scale of the City’s PD during this financial crisis, and potentially
indefinitely. Consider what the critical needs for our City are, and consider re-delegating some of these elements
(domestic violence calls, homeless support, etc) to mental heath professionals, specialized non-profits, and
advocacy groups.
Our society has radically shifted in the last 10 weeks and last 10 days. The opportunity for radical change is here.
Oh, progressive Sebastopol, let’s grow!
Thank you all for your tireless support of our City and residents.
Sincerely,
Nick Sanders

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Sunny Galbraith
Mary Gourley
public comment for agenda item #11
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:50:40 PM

Dear Mayor Slayter and Council MembersI saw that there was an agenda item tonight regarding a Recology rate increase. I read the
staff report and then also contacted Recology to get estimates on how their proposed rate
increases would translate to monthly rates for customers. After conducting this research, I
strongly support the council in approving Recology's rate increase for these reasons:
The rate increase funds the replacement of two aging trucks with efficient bio‐diesel trucks
for Sebastopol routes. Replacement of the two trucks is needed in order to meet state‐wide
air quality standards, and will also help to ensure reliable, quiet service, with a reduced
carbon footprint.  

In recognition of the challenging nature of the current economic climate, in conjunction with
the rate increase, Recology is offering a 15% CARE discount for Sebastopol customers who
may be experiencing financial hardship. This will help Sebastopol residents who are struggling
financially.
. The rate for a 32 gallon garbage cart (which most Sebastopol residents have) would go from
$21.24/month to $22.76/month, so the difference is $1.52/month. If a customer with a 32
gallon cart were to apply for the CARE discount, their rate would be $19.35/month - $1.89
less than the current rate.
Recology has been an amazing partner in the City's and larger community's efforts to reduce waste.
Ambrosia Thompson from Recology serves on the City Zero Waste Committee, and has been invaluable in
helping the committee with event waste reduction, implementation of the Polystyrene Ban, greening the
Apple Blossom Festival, helping our schools reduce waste, and much more. Recology has donated signage
and reusable utensils to the farmer's market and to Analy High school. Anita Migliore of Recology is a
central volunteer with the Farmer's Market reusable utensil and compost program.  
Rates in Sebastopol are currently 40% below those in Santa Rosa, and the very small increase ($1.52/
month) that residents would see will help Recology, an extremely valuable partner in our community,
remain viable as a business.
Thank you,
Sunny Galbraith
Sebastopol Zero Waste Committee

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Suzanne lande
Mary Gourley
Public Comment Llano Rd and Highway 12 proposed Gas Station
Tuesday, June 16, 2020 4:43:07 PM

To Sebastopol City Council and Staff,
This is Suzanne Lande, resident of Sebastopol. This is Public Comment for item
10(?) on today’s Sebastopol City Council meeting.
I believe Gas Station, Mini Mart, Car Wash , and Equipment Storage Lot should not
be allowed at Llano Rd and Highway 12. There is too much Environmental Risk
with this proposed complex. Laguna de Santa Rosa Watershed is at risk. Too much
risk of toxic chemicals from the fuel station…
I realize this is Sonoma County domain, and is located between Santa Rosa and
Sebastopol. Your communication of opposition to this complex may make a
difference. Please try!
Thank you,
Suzanne Lande

From:
To:
Subject:
Date:

Kyle Falbo
Mary Gourley
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It is my hope that this council seriously consider the implications of having an annual budget
in which 45% is paid to police services. I am calling for this proportion of our city’s budget be
radically reduced from its 2019/2020 level.
Today is a time for reform. While I have no specific issue with our local police force. The time
for this council to consider making significant changes in the way our city views policing is
now.
I would like this council to research programs such as:
·         C.A.H.O.O.T.S. utilized by Eugene, OR.
(https://whitebirdclinic.org/services/cahoots/)
·         D.A.S.H.R. utilized by Denver, CO. (https://dashrco.org/)
·         Portland Street Response (https://portlandstreetresponse.org/)
The potential economic savings by reducing the size and scope of our local police force is
quite significant. By redirecting these funds to local programs similar to those I mention,
and/or freeing up these funds to other budget sectors, everyone wins.
If you choose to remain silent on the matter of local police reform and funding, such silence
will be deafeningly loud to Sebastopol’s taxpayers. Do the right thing, begin these discussions
and reforms immediately.
-          Kyle Falbo

